Abstract. In this paper, we propose two new ways to mount attacks on the SHA-3 candidates Grøstl, and ECHO, and apply these attacks also to the AES. Our results improve upon and extend the rebound attack. Using the new techniques, we are able to extend the number of rounds in which available degrees of freedom can be used. As a result, we present the first attack on 7 rounds for the Grøstl-256 output transformation 3 and improve the semi-free-start collision attack on 6 rounds. Further, we present an improved known-key distinguisher for 7 rounds of the AES block cipher and the internal permutation used in ECHO.
Introduction
Recently, a new wave of hash function proposals appeared, following a call for submissions to the SHA-3 contest organized by NIST [26] . In order to analyze these proposals, the toolbox which is at the cryptanalysts' disposal needs to be extended. Meet-in-the-middle and differential attacks are commonly used. A recent extension of differential cryptanalysis to hash functions is the rebound attack [22] originally applied to reduced (7.5 rounds) Whirlpool (standardized since 2000 by ISO/IEC 10118-3:2004) and a reduced version (6 rounds) of the SHA-3 candidate Grøstl-256 [14] , which both have 10 rounds in total.
Many hash functions [1, 2, 6, 12, 14, 16, 17] use concepts or parts of the block cipher AES [25] as basic primitives, and research on AES-related hash functions is ongoing [15, 22, 27] . In this direction, a new attack model has been recently introduced for block ciphers [18] . In this model, the secret key is known to the adversary and the goal is to distinguish the block cipher from a random permutation. In particular, reduced versions of the AES have been studied in this setting [18, 24] and recently, an attack on full AES-256 has been published [5] .
In the rebound attack [22] , two rounds of the state update transformations are bypassed by a match-in-the-middle technique using the available degrees of freedom in the state. The characteristic used in the attack is then constructed by moving the "most expensive" parts into these two rounds. The "cheaper" parts are then covered in an inside-out manner, called outbound phase. Other work in parallel to this explores the application of the rebound idea to other SHA-3 candidates [21, 28] . Recently, the rebound attack has been extended to attack the full compression function of Whirlpool [19] and LANE [20] by using the additional freedom of the key schedule (Whirlpool) or other parts of the state (LANE).
In this work, we present improved techniques to use the freedom available in only a single state. The effect of both techniques we present are an extension of the number of rounds in which degrees of freedom can be used to improve the work from the two to four rounds. As a result, we present the best known attacks on the reduced Grøstl-256 permutation and output transformation (up to 7 out of 10 rounds), and also significantly improve upon the first known-key distinguisher [18] for 7-round AES and 7 rounds of the internal permutation used in ECHO. A summary of our results is given in Table 1 . 
Description of AES-based Primitives
In this paper, we show improved attack strategies for AES based cryptographic primitives. We apply the ideas to the Grøstl and ECHO hash function, and to the block cipher AES. In the following, we describe these functions in more detail.
AES
The block cipher Rijndael was designed by Daemen and Rijmen and standardized by NIST in 2000 as the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) [25] . The AES follows the wide-trail design strategy [7, 8] and consists of a key schedule and state update transformation. Since we do not use the key schedule in our attack, we just describe the state update here.
In the AES, a 4 × 4 state of 16 bytes is updated using the following 4 round transformations, with 10 rounds for AES-128 and 14 rounds for AES-256:
-the non-linear layer SubBytes (SB) applies a S-Box to each byte of the state independently -the cyclical permutation ShiftRows (SR) rotates the bytes of row j left by j positions -the linear diffusion layer MixColumns (MC) multiplies each column of the state by a constant MDS matrix -AddRoundKey (AK) adds the 128-bit round key K i to the state Note that a round key is added prior to the first round and the MixColumns transformation is omitted in the last round of AES. For a detailed description of the AES we refer to [25] .
The Grøstl Hash Function
Grøstl was proposed by Gauravaram et al. as a candidate for the SHA-3 competition [14] . It is an iterated hash function with a compression function built from two distinct permutations P and Q. Grøstl is a wide-pipe design with proofs for the collision and preimage resistance of the compression function [13] . A t-block message M (after padding) is hashed using the compression function f (H i−1 , M i ) and output transformation g(H t ) as follows:
The two permutations P and Q are constructed using the wide trail design strategy. The design of the two permutations is very similar to AES, instantiated with a fixed key input. Both permutations of Grøstl-256 update an 8 × 8 state of 64 bytes in 10 rounds each. The round transformations of Grøstl-256 are briefly described here:
-AddRoundConstant (AC) adds different one-byte round constants to the 8 × 8 states of P and Q -the non-linear layer SubBytes (SB) applies the AES S-Box to each byte of the state independently -the cyclical permutation ShiftBytes (ShB) rotates the bytes of row j left by j positions -the linear diffusion layer MixBytes (MB) multiplies each column of the state by a constant MDS matrix
The ECHO Hash Function
The ECHO hash function is a SHA-3 proposal submitted by Benadjila et al. [2] . It is also a wide-pipe iterated hash function and uses the HAIFA [3] domain extension algorithm. Its compression function uses an internal 2048-bit permutation that can be seen as a big AES manipulating 128-bit words instead of bytes. More precisely, an appropriately padded t-block message M and a salt s are hashed using the compression function f (H i−1 , M i , c i , s) where c i is a bit counter:
The compression function of ECHO is built upon a 2048-bit permutation F , composed of 8 rounds (resp. 10 rounds) in the case of a 256-bit output (resp. 512-bit output). Its internal state can be modeled as a 4 × 4 matrix of 128-bit words. The concatenation of the input chaining variable and the incoming message block are the plaintext input of the permutation F which is tweaked by the input counter c i and the salt s. A feed-forward of the plaintext is then applied to the internal state V :
and the 512-bit output chaining variable H i is the xor of all the 128-bit word columns of V for a 256-bit hash digest size. In the case of a 512-bit hash value, the 1024-bit output chaining variable H i is the xor of the two left and the two right 128-bit word columns of V .
A permutation round is very similar to an AES round, except that 128-bit words are manipulated. One round is the composition of three sub-functions BigM C • BigShR • BigSW :
-the non-linear layer BigSubWords (BigSW) applies two AES rounds to each of the 16 128-bit words of the internal state. The round keys, always different, are composed of the salt value and a counter value initialized by c i . -the cyclical permutation BigShiftRows (BigShR) rotates the location in the matrix of the 128-word of row j left by j positions -the linear diffusion layer BigMixColumns (BigMC) multiplies each column of the state by a constant MDS matrix
Basic Attack Properties
Before describing attacks for Grøstl, ECHO and AES in detail, we give an overview of the round transformation properties used by the attacks. Since we mostly use Grøstl to describe the attacks and the properties of MixColumns and MixBytes are rather similar, we use MixBytes to describe their common properties in the following. We will use differential properties of the SubBytes and MixBytes transformation and exploit the diffusion property of both, ShiftBytes (ShiftRows) and MixBytes. Together, this leads to an efficient guess-and-determine strategy for both, differences and values at the input and output of SubBytes and MixBytes. Since we exploit the differential properties of SubBytes and MixBytes, we define the notation and state variables according to these two transformations.
We denote the SubBytes layer of round i by SB i , its input state by SB 
Improving on the Rebound Attack
The main idea of the rebound attack [22] is to start close to the middle of a (truncated) differential path, connect using the available degrees of freedom in the middle and finally propagate outwards. Our attack works rather similar for Grøstl-256, ECHO and AES, and in the following we use Grøstl-256 to describe the attacks and discuss then, the application to ECHO and AES. Similar to the rebound attack, we start with a truncated differential path with a full active state in the middle of the trail. Fig. 1 shows the truncated differential path used in both permutations P and Q of our improved attack on Grøstl-256. In the rebound attack, the middle part of the differential trail is solved first for both differences and values by exploiting the available degrees of freedom (inbound phase). Then, differences and values are propagated outwards probabilistically (outbound phase) to find semi-free-start collisions, free-start collisions, or nonrandom properties of the permutations or compression function. In this work, we improve on the middle part of the attack where we exploit the available degrees of freedom of the state values and differences. The idea is to first find differences and values for the middle (4-round) part of the differential trail, with the following number of active bytes at SubBytes:
Exploiting Properties of the Round Transformations
In this section, we briefly describe which properties of the round transformations are used for the attacks in the following sections. Note that some used properties, especially those of MixBytes, are specific to a truncated differential path with a minimum number of active S-boxes such as the one given in Fig. 1 .
SubBytes. In our attacks, we use some differential properties of the AES Sbox. Most of these properties can simply be verified by computing the differential distribution tables (DDT) [4] of the S-box (or inverse S-box).
-for a given input (or output) difference of the AES S-box, the number of possible output (or input) differences is restricted to 127. -for a given input and output difference, the number of possible input values is limited to either 2 or 4 values. -for a given input and output difference, the AES S-box behaves linear due to the fact that there are only 2 or 4 solutions per S-box (see Sect. 4.2 for more details).
In the following sections, we use some differential S-box tables to efficiently carry out the attacks. We call S δ F the table that contains all input byte pairs (a, b), such that we get the difference δ at the output of the AES S-box, i.e. such that Sbox(a) ⊕ Sbox(b) = δ. Each table S F has 256 entries with 127 possible input differences a⊕b of the S-box. More precisely, for any difference δ = 0 on the output of the S-box, 129 input differences are not possible, 126 differences have two candidates and 1 difference has 4 candidates. The table S δ B contains all the output byte pairs (a, b), such that we get the difference δ at the input of the Sbox, i.e. after the application of the inverse AES S-box. For a fast implementation of the attacks, these tables are precomputed and sorted accordingly.
ShiftBytes. The ShiftBytes (or ShiftRows) transformation moves bytes and thus, differences to different positions but does not change their value. The good diffusion property of ShiftRows allows us to choose certain differences and values of the subsequent MixBytes layer independently. Assume we have one active column in MixBytes. Then, we get after the adjacent ShiftRows application one active byte in each new column. Hence, we can determine these single active bytes by the subsequent MixBytes transformation independently.
MixBytes. In the case of MixBytes (or MixColumns), we use the property of an n × n MDS matrix that, given any n bytes of input and output, the other n bytes can be uniquely determined. Since MixBytes is linear, this also holds for differences. In the following attacks, we use differential paths with a minimum number of active S-boxes. Hence, also the number of differences in the MixBytes transformation is minimal and every active MixBytes operation contains zero differences in exactly 7 (3 for MixColumns) input/output bytes. It follows, that choosing a single byte difference uniquely determines all other 8 (4 for MixBytes) differences.
Hence, for a fixed position of active bytes, we get 255 possibilities for the difference propagation of MixBytes (bundles in [9] ). These cases can be precomputed and stored in tables. We call M i F the table that contains all possible input differences of MixBytes (or MixColumns), such that we get only one non-zero byte at row i in the output. We call M i B the same table but for the inverse of the MixBytes (or MixColumns) transformation. Since the MixBytes transformation is linear, the same tables can be used for values and differences.
Known-key Distinguishers
In the following, we will describe known-key distinguisher attacks against AES and the internal permutations used in Grøstl and ECHO. We refer to [18] for the details of this setting. However, in this paper, our distinguishers will consist in finding a pair of plaintext for the keyed permutation (when the key is randomly chosen but known by the attacker) such that some plaintext and ciphertext words contain no difference. For the distinguishing attack to be valid, the complexity should be lower than expected in the case of a random permutation. Assume an n-bit permutation with differences in i bytes of the plaintext and in i bytes of the ciphertext. Then, assuming that the positions of the byte-differences are fixed, the complexity of the generic attack is greater or equal (depending on the values of i and n) to 2 (n−8·i)/2 .
A Linearized Match-in-the-Middle Attack
In this section, we present a method which allows us to find a state pair with differences according to the truncated differential path of Fig. 1 with a complexity of about 2 48 . The main idea is to first search for differences according to the 4-round middle part (1 → 8 → 64 → 8 → 1) of the path. We can find such differences with a complexity of about 1 by guess and determine (see Sect. 4.1). In the second phase, we try to solve for the corresponding values of the state. The main idea is that we can do this linearly. Since the differential of each S-box is fixed we get either 2 or 4 possible values for the AES S-box (see Sect. 3.2). In these cases, the S-box behaves linearly and hence, we can find the correct values by solving a linear system of equations (see Sect. 4.2). Note that we need to repeat the solving phase with new differences if no solution was found.
Filtering for Differential Paths
In this section, we filter for candidate differences which follow the middle part (1 → 8 → 64 → 8 → 1) of the differential path of Fig. 1 with a high probability. Fig. 2 shows the corresponding round transformations and the differential path in detail. In the attack, we use properties of the SubBytes (SB) and MixBytes (MB) transformations to filter for differential paths. Hence, we are interested in the input and output of these transformations. The first and second column show differences at the input and output of the S-boxes (SB Column 1. We start with the differences of the first column (marked by "1" in state MB in 2 and MB out 2 ) of the MixBytes operation of round 2 (MB 2 ). Since 7 input byte differences are required to be zero, choosing one of the remaining 1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  3   3  3  3  3  3  3  3  5  5   5  5  5  5  5  5   1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  3   3  3  3  3  3 9 non-zero differences, uniquely determines all other differences of MB 2 . Since the ShiftBytes and AddRoundConstant operations are linear, we get the same differences for the bytes marked by "1" in states SB out 2 and SB in 3 . It follows that we can choose from 255 non-zero differences for the first byte of SB in 3 , and this choice determines all differences marked by "1" between state SB out 2 and SB in 3 .
Column 2. Next, we continue with the differences of the first column of MB 3 (marked by "2" in states MB in 3 and MB out 3 ). Again, 7 differences of MB 3 are zero and choosing one byte determines all differences of the first column of MB 3 . Note that the input of the first column of SB 3 and thus, the difference of SB Column 3. Then, we continue with the second column of MB 2 (marked by "3" in states MB [7, 0] ) have already been fixed due to Column 1 and Column 3. These two input differences restrict the number of possible differences for the output of SB 3 (bytes marked by "4") to about 256/2 2 = 64 values. We continue with the third column of MB 2 (marked by "5"). Two output differences of the corresponding Sbox SB 3 have already been fixed and thus, we can choose from about 64 possible differences for the input bytes marked by "5" in SB are halved for each additional MixBytes column and are shown in Table 2 .
MB 1 and MB 4 . Until now, we have determined differences for the states SB . Note that choosing the difference for one byte determines all other differences as well due to the restrictions by MixBytes.
Note that we can find one possible differential characteristic with a complexity of about one, since we filter though each MixBytes and S-box transformation only once. The total number of possible differential paths can be determined by considering the number of choices we have at the input and output of S-box SB 3 , the input of S-box SB 2 and the output SB 4 . The approximate number of choices are listed in Table 2 and by multiplying these numbers we can get up to ∼ 2 64 possible differential paths or starting points for the next phase. 
Solving for Conforming State Pairs
After we have found a differential path we need to search for a valid pair of the state. Since the differential of each active S-box is fixed there are only either 2 or 4 input pairs possible. In both cases, the S-box behaves linearly [10] and hence, we can easily solve the resulting linear system of equations. In the following description we assume that we have only 2 possible input pairs for each active S-box (note that in this case, all S-boxes behave linearly). Consider the diagonal of SB out 3 respectively the first column of MB in 3 (denoted by "2" in Fig. 2 
Next, we compute the first byte of SB in 4 by going forward ShiftBytes, MixBytes and AddRoundConstant.
where L denotes composition of ShiftBytes, MixBytes and AddRoundConstant. Since these transformations are all linear L is a linear transformation as well.
Since we have 2 possible values a and a for SB in 4 [0, 0] such that the differential trail holds, the following equation has to be fulfilled.
where y ∈ {0, 1}.
By doing the same for the other diagonals (corresponding to columns 2-8 of MB in 3 ) we get a system of 64 equations in 64+8=72 variables which has to be fulfilled to guarantee that the differential trail holds in the forward direction. In a similar way we also get a system of 64 linear equations in 72 variables by going backward from SB are related, we get in total a system of 128 equations in 80 variables when we combine them. In other words, to find a valid pair, we have to backtrack and try about 2 48 differential paths and thus, solve the linear system of equations 2 48 times. Since we can start with up to 2 64 differential paths, we can only find about 2 64−48 = 2 16 pairs after the linear solving step. Note that the attack works similar if one has 4 possible input pairs for the S-box. By choosing the differences in the previous step (Sect. 4.1) in a way, to maximize the number of differentials with 4 possible pairs for the S-box, the overall complexity can be reduced slightly (by about 2 2 to 2 5 ). The total complexity of the attack is given by the number of times we need to solve the resulting linear system of equations (we assume here that this corresponds to about one compression function call).
Application to AES
The same technique applies to the block cipher AES as well. In this case, we start with a differential path with the following sequence of active S-boxes:
Hence, we get 64 conditions (equations) for the S-box layers of round 2, 3 and 4. Since we have 64 equations in 24 variables, we need to repeat the attack 2 64−24 = 2 40 times to find a valid pair. Note that in the case of AES, we get a better complexity if we first fix the differential path for rounds 1-3 (1 → 4 → 16 → 4) and then, solve for the pair. In this case, we get only 32 conditions and the complexity to solve for a pair is about 2 12 . Since we need to repeat the attack only 2 24 times to fulfill the last MixColumns operation we get a total complexity of only 2 36 in this case.
A Start-From-the-Middle Technique
In this section, we describe another attack that uses the available freedom degrees in the middle. The truncated differential path considered here will be the same than in the previous section or in the rebound attack [22] : in the case of Grøstl, we use the one from Fig. 1 . More precisely, the attack will first focus on a 3-round part of the middle of the path, the following sequence of active bytes:
We can find a conforming state pair according to this path with only a few operations by choosing "good" differences in advance and exploiting the available degrees of freedom. We start at the last MixBytes transformation of the 3-round trail (MB 3 in Fig. 2 ) and compute backwards. The attack can be divided into three main phases:
1. In Phase 1, we start with 1-byte differences at the output of each MixBytes column MB 3 (MB At this point, all available degrees of freedom have been used and we rely on a probabilistic behavior for the remaining transitions in backward and forward direction.
Application to Grøstl-256
Phase 1. We randomly select non-zero differences for the eight active bytes of SB . Note that any choice of these pairs will conform to the expected differential path from SB 1  1  1  1  1   2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2   3  3  3  3  3  3  3  3   1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1   2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2   3  3  3  3  3  3  3 Fig. 4 ). Since for each byte of SB in 3 we can choose from 127 possible output differences of the S-box, the probability of success is 127/255 1/2.
Thus, for an entire column of MB 2 we get a probability of (127/255) 1  8  7  6  5  4  3  2   1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1   2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2   3  3  3  3  3  3  3  3   8  7  6  5  4   1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1 2   2  2  2  2  2  2  2  3   3   3  3  3  3  3  3 4   5   6   7   8   1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1   2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2   3  3  3  3  3  3  3 . Note that these two first phases are doing essentially the same work as the rebound attack [22] , but need fewer operations to complete (on average the rebound attack takes about one operations per valid candidate, but this whole step required 2 64 operations). Here, we need to repeat the process 2 5.5 times to find a solution, but compute only a few table lookups per iteration. Thus, we consider that we can find one solution for the truncated differential path 1 → 8 → 64 → 8 with about one computation of Grøstl-256 on average. Phase 3. It seems that at this phase, the differences in SB can not be chosen anymore. However, an observation allows us to actually get some control over the differences in SB in 2 . We denote by S a 64-byte solution of SB in 3
(found at the end of Phase 2) and by (a, b)
[i,j] the byte pair of row i and column j in S. In Fig. 4 , we can see that the active bytes of SB in 2 are located in the first column. By looking at this figure, it is easy to check that the differences of the active bytes located at row j of SB in 2 depend only on the byte pairs of the j-th column of MB out 2 (or SB in 3 ). We know that (a, b)
[0,j] , ..., (a, b) [7,j] are valid solutions for this column, and switching a and b in any of the pairs actually maintains the validity of those candidates (the differences values of each byte will remain the same in MB 2 and MB 3 ).
Thus, one solution for each column of SB in 3 provides us in fact 2 8 valid candidates 4 . Each of these solutions will lead to a random difference on the corresponding active byte SB , we expect about 2 7 solutions on average (2 8 solutions, but half of them may be repeating, see footnote 4). 4 We have 2 8 different combinations by switching a and b for each column. However, we must take in account that some repeating combinations are counted here (given a combination, inverting everything will obviously lead to exactly the same behavior in the differential path). Thus, instead of having 64 bits degrees of freedom left (8 for each column) we intrinsically loose one of them and get 63 degrees of freedom.
We did not succeed to control the differences in SB out 4 as well. Thus, if the differences are uniformly distributed, the success probability for the 8 to 1 active byte transition from the MixBytes layer MB 4 is equal to 2 −8×7 = 2 −56 .
Application to AES
Again, also this technique can be applied to the AES block cipher. We use the same differential path as in Fig. 1 , except that we manipulate a 4 × 4 state and that no MixColumns transformation is applied in the last round:
Phase 1. This step is analog to the Grøstl-256 case.
Phase 2. This step is similar to the case of Grøstl-256. However, the probability computation changes when looking for a match between MB out 2 and SB in 3 . For each column, we now get a probability of (127/255) 4 2 −4 such that at least one valid candidate pair can be found. Since we have 255 differences in M i B , we will immediately find one solution for each starting difference SB in 4 of the attack. In fact, we expect up to about 2 4 solutions for each column.
Phase 3. Again, we try to control the differences in SB in 2 . We use the same technique as for Grøstl-256: for each active byte at row i in SB in 2 , we can randomize its difference by randomizing the solutions on the column i in SB in 3 . By switching a and b, we directly get 2 4 solutions per column. Moreover, we also have to consider the fact that for the AES case, we already had 2 4 solutions per column. Thus, we get in total about 2 8 solutions per column (see footnote 4). Each of those solutions will lead to a random difference on the corresponding active byte of SB 
Results
In the previous two sections, we have proposed two new techniques to find differences and values for a 4-round truncated differential path with 1 → 8 → 64 → 8 → 1 active bytes for Grøstl-256. In the following, we apply these results to the permutation, compression function and output transformation of Grøstl-256, the AES block cipher and the ECHO permutation.
Grøstl-256
Both proposed techniques can be used to improve the complexity of the 6-round semi-free-start collision attack of [22] . However, due to the limited degrees of freedom, a semi-free-start collision attack on 7 rounds of the Grøstl-256 compression function is not possible.
6 Rounds. Both proposed techniques (described in Sect. 4 and Sect. 5) can be used to find a valid pair for the 6 round trail of P and Q, given in [22] :
Using the linearized match-in-the-middle attack, we can omit the conditions on SB 4 . Hence, the number of equations is reduced to 64 and we expect to find a solution (in fact 2 8 solutions) for already the first differential path. The complexity to find a match for the 8 active bytes (64 bits) at the input, and at the output prior to the (linear) MixBytes transformation is 2 32 each. Hence, the total complexity to find a semi-free-start collision for 6 rounds of Grøstl-256 is about 2 64 in time and memory. Using the start-from-the-middle technique, we can construct a differential path with active bytes 8 → 1 → 8 → 64 → 8 → 8 → 64) with only a few operations. As a proof of concept, we give in Appendix A a valid input pair for the permutations P and Q on 6-rounds of Grøstl-256 which conforms to this truncated differential path. We get a final complexity of 2 64 operations and memory for a semi-free-start collision on Grøstl-256 reduced to 6 rounds.
7 Rounds. Again, both techniques can be used to find a valid pair conforming to the 4-round part in the middle of Fig. 1 (1 → 8 → 64 → 8 → 1) with a relatively low complexity (2 48 and 2 56 ). This path can be extended by one round in backward and two rounds in forward direction to give a differential path of the form:
However, using both techniques we can only find 2 16 pairs conforming to this truncated differential path and one can convince himself with a counting argument: In the middle of the differential path where all bytes of the state are active, one can start with approximatively 2 512 · 2 512 = 2 1024 different pairs. However, only a portion 2 −56 will follow a MixBytes transition 8 → 1, and only a portion 2 −56·8 = 2 −448 will follow a MixBytes transition 64 → 8 (because we have a probability of 2 −56 for each column). Since we have two 64 → 8 and two 8 → 1 transitions and consider them to be independent, only 2 1024−448·2−56·2 = 2 16 valid pairs will remain for the 4-round path in the middle (1 → 8 → 64 → 8 → 1) and thus, also for the 7-round path. Note that due to this lack of freedom a semi-free-start collision using this truncated differential path is not possible. For a collision at the end of 7 rounds, we need about 2 64 pairs for each, P and Q. Otherwise, a birthday attack on 128 bits (8 active bytes at the input, 8 active bytes prior to MixBytes at the output) is not feasible. By using different positions of active bytes in round 2 and 6, but the same column for P and Q, we can construct about 2
different truncated paths. By far not enough for a collision attack. However, one could think of a free-start near-collision attack on 7 rounds of Grøstl-256 but this property gets destroyed by the output transformation. Therefore, we can only get a distinguisher for the permutation or output transformation of Grøstl-256 reduced to 6.5 rounds (without the final MixBytes transformation). The complexity is 2 48 instead of 2 224 for a random 512-bit permutation or 2 112 for a random 256-bit function. We can get a distinguisher for the full 7 rounds by applying the subspace distinguisher proposed in [19] . Note that the input and the output differences of the 6.5 round attack form a vector space of dimension 64 at the input and output. Since the Mixbytes transformation is linear also the output differences after 7 rounds form a vector space of dimension 64. Hence, we can apply the subspace distinguisher with parameters N = 512, n = 64, t = 128 (generic complexity: 2 115.4 ) to distinguish 7 rounds of the permutation P and Q. To construct a vector space of size t = 128, we need to repeat our attack on the comression function 2 7 times. Hence, the total complexity for the subspace distinguisher of the permutation is about 2 55 permutation calls with negligible memory.
Similarily, we can use the subspace distinguisher to distinguish the output transformation of Grøstl-256 as well. Note that the 8 active bytes of the input are added to the output by the feed-forward. However, due to the truncation at the end the output differences will still form a vector space of dimension 64. Since Grøstl-256 truncates columns and MixBytes works on columns, we keep only half of the vector space. Hence, we can apply a subspace distinguisher with parameters N = 256, n = 64, t = 256 (generic complexity: 2 75.9 ) and need to repeat our attack 2 8 times to get a vector space of size t = 256. Hence, the total complexity for the subspace distinguisher on 7 rounds of the Grøstl-256 output transformation is about 2 56 output transformation calls and negligible memory.
AES Block Cipher
Both proposed techniques apply to the block cipher AES in the known-key distinguisher setting as well. The resulting 7-round differential path for AES is computed by simply extending the 4-round path in both forward and backward direction to give the following sequence of active bytes:
Note that the last MixColumns operation is omitted in the AES. Since we aim for 4 active bytes in both, plaintext and ciphertext, we would expect to find such a pair with about 2 48 computations for a random permutation. Note that an equivalent generic attack needs to find a pair with only 4 active bytes at the input and output as well. Hence, the best generic method is to start with 4 active bytes at the input and search for a near-collision on 12 non-active bytes at the output with complexity 2 (12·8)/2 = 2 48 . Using the linearized match-in-the-middle attack, we get a known-key distinguisher for 7-rounds of AES with a complexity of about 2 36 and negligible memory. However, the start-from-the-middle technique allows us to further improve the complexity for the known-key distinguisher to about 2 24 in time and negligible memory for 7-rounds of AES. Additionally, one may think of other applications of these attack such as near-collisions on a compression function built upon the 7-round reduced AES in Davies-Meyer mode [6, 23] , or a collision attack on the compression function for 5 rounds.
Internal Permutation of ECHO
It is possible to apply the start-from-the-middle technique to other AES-based hash functions, such as ECHO [2] whose internal 2048-bit permutation can been seen as a big AES processing 128-bit words instead of bytes. This directly gives us an improved distinguisher on 7 rounds whose complexity is 2 3·128 = 2 . This is possible due to the fact that one can combine the last MixColumns transformation of the AES with the subsequent BigMixColumns transformation of ECHO, since both transformations are linear. Note that this attack only allows to distinguish 7 rounds of the ECHO internal permutation from a random 2048-bit permutation, but does not apply to the compression function due to the word compression at its output.
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we have proposed two new ways to mount attacks on the SHA-3 candidates Grøstl and ECHO, and the block cipher AES. Our results improve upon and extend the rebound attack. Both techniques are an extension of the number of rounds in which degrees of freedom can be used to improve from two to four rounds. As a result, we present the best known attacks on constructions where (reduced variants of) permutations are used. We improve on the attack on the reduced Grøstl-256 compression function (up to 6 out of 10 rounds), and present a distinguisher for 7-rounds of the Grøstl-256 permutation and output transformation. Further, we improve upon the distinguisher for 7-rounds of the internal permutation of ECHO and the known-key distinguisher for 7-rounds of the block cipher AES. Nevertheless, a comfortable security margin for these SHA-3 candidates remain. Not only because both proposals have a higher number of rounds, but also because in an attack on the hash function much less degrees of freedom are available (compared to an attack on the compression function or permutation).
On the other hand, the new techniques of this paper have been optimized for this setting and do not directly apply to other settings where more degrees of freedom are available. Sources for such degrees of freedom are salt, counter, or key inputs. While the analysis typically gets more complicated if more freedom is available, much better attacks can be expected. As an example we refer to a recent extension of the rebound attack on the full 10-round Whirlpool compression function [19] . Note that Whirlpool is a block cipher based construction which offers additional degrees of freedom through its conservative key schedule. Some SHA-3 candidates use block-cipher based compression functions with keyschedules less conservative than Whirlpool. Hence, more degrees of freedom are available to an attacker and better results may be expected along those lines.
In general, the rebound attack and its extensions as described in this paper, work with any differential or truncated differential. However, the diffusion properties of AES based hash functions allow a very simple construction of good truncated differential paths, which facilitates the analysis. Nevertheless, future work will include the application of the rebound idea on other hash constructions, even though this may require sophisticated tools to obtain good results, as was the case for e. g. SHA-1 [11] .
